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The future is better than you might think - if we can balance technology and humanity !
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Technology is morally neutral until we apply it - balancing its power is crucial!



We’re at the pivot point of exponential technological change:  
to keep thinking linear is certain to have catastrophic results  

Now 
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Literally everything is getting connected and smart: new ways to do things, everywhere!



Exponential and combinatorial change in healthcare



The future is highly unlikely to simply 
 be an extension of the present





‘Tesla moments’ in healthcare are near



VUCA is the new normal: how will you respond? 
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Understand these Megashifts to better discover and create your future
Digitization   
Mobilisation   
Personalisation 
Datafication 
Cognification 
Automation 
Anticipation 
Augmentation 
Disintermediation  
Platformication 
Virtualization 
Robotization



How the world has changed  in just 10 years:  
biggest new players will be the tech & data companies



Data is the new oil



Areas ripe for disruption by data & analytics, machine intelligence 

Heealthcare, Medical, Pharma Banking, Financial, Media Medical / Health



“We will move from mobile first to an AI-first world”
Sundar Pinchai, Google

IA 
Intelligent Assistance 

AI 
Artificial Intelligence 

ASI 
Artificial Super Intelligence



Cognitive computing is a game changer across all health and medical sectors*
Cognitive computing is the simulation of human thought processes in a computerized model. Cognitive computing involves self-learning 
systems that use data mining, pattern recognition and natural language processing to mimic the way the human brain works. (Wikipedia)



Yet machines don’t think like humans do: we think with our bodies not our brains



2023: a computer will match the capacity of one human brain,  
2050: one computer will match the capacity of all human brains





Years not decades: leadership and digital ethics become essential





Challenge/Opportunity



Female strengths on the rise: the new importance of emotional intelligence 





Technology

Organization 
(Business)

Used to be

Humanity 
(Culture)



Technology

Humanity Organization

Will be: holistic, interdependent, triple bottom line





Algorithms

Androrithms



Algorithms Androrithms

Responsibility of providers and platforms 

Much improved stewardship, wise leaders   

New social contracts: ethics for a digital age 

Education focus on science and humanism 

A ‘Humanity Protection Agency’ ?

Algorithms Androrithms



What should (not) be automated?

Trust 
Ethics 

Context 
Purpose 
Meaning 

Relevance 
Relationships 

…what makes us human



The question will no longer be if/how but why and who



Technology is not what we seek but how we seek



“In dealing with the future, it is far more 
important to be imaginative than to be right”  

– Alvin Toffler, Future Shock 



How do companies (and people) really change: pain and love

Source: Flickr/painlove



The future belongs to those who can hear it coming 
(David Bowie)



Thanks for your attention- now let’s talk!


